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A physical change is when a substance ______________, but remains the _________ substance. 

� Change in ______________. 

� If a piece of paper is cut into two pieces, the paper becomes smaller, but still remains as 

paper. 

� Change in ______________. 

� A tree is carved into a baseball bat.  The wood changes shape, but still remains as wood. 

� Change in ______________. 

� H2O as liquid water freezes and changes into solid ice.  The H2O changes state from a 

liquid to a solid, but still remains H2O. 

 

More about changes of state…four states. 

� The four states of mater are ___________, _____________, _______, ______________. 

� A solid has a _____________ shape and a _____________volume. 

○ A solid substance like a piece of wood will keep it shape and size under normal 

circumstances. 

○ Solids can be flexible.  A rubber band is a solid, but it can stretch.  Although you 

can temporarily change its shape, it will return to is original shape when not being 

acted upon. 

� A liquid has a _____________ shape, but a _____________ volume. 

○ A liquid will take on the shape of its container, however the volume will stay the 

same.  If you pour 100mL of water into a flat pan, the water will take on the shape 

of the flat pan but will still remain 100mL. 

○ If you pour 100mL of water into a tall glass, the water will take on the shape of the 

tall glass but will still remain 100mL. 

� A gas has a _____________ shape and _____________ volume. 

○ Gases take on the shape of their container like liquids, but have the ability to 

expand. 

� Plasma does not follow the rules above.  Plasma is the high energy state of matter that is 

found in lightning, fire, etc. 
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More about changes of state…change from one state of matter to another. 

� Liquid to Solid / Solid to Liquid  

�  If something changes from a liquid to a solid it is called _____________. 

○ Substances do not have to be “cold” to freeze.  Most metals will change from liquid 

metal to solid metal at room temperature. 

� If something changes from a solid to a liquid it is called_____________. 

○ Substances do not have to be “hot” to melt.  Ice will melt at room temperature. 

� Liquid to Gas / Gas to Liquid 

� If something changes from a liquid to a gas it is called _____________. 

○ After a rain, the liquid water (H2O) on the ground eventually disappears.  The water 

changes from a liquid to H2O gas in the air. 

� If something changes from a gas to a liquid to a gas it is called _____________.   
○ Clouds are a result of H2O changing from a gas to a liquid. 

 
A chemical change is when a substance…changes into a __________substance. 

� Change into a new substance. 

� When a chemical change occurs, a new substance forms that has completely 

________________ properties than the original substance. 

○ Paper is a white solid.  When paper is burned, it is turned into ash which is a black, 

flaky substance.  Ash has completely different properties than paper.   

○ When sodium, a slivery colored soft metal is combined with chlorine, a green 

poisonous gas, it forms table salt! 

� When a chemical change occurs it is very difficult if not impossible to ___________the 

substance to its _______________ form. 

○ Once paper has burned and turned into ash, it is impossible to turn it back into 

paper! 

 
More about chemical changes…new substance. 

� The there are four indicators that a chemical change may have occurred and something has 

changed into a new substance. (Be careful there are exceptions to each rule!) 

� Change in _________________. 

○ When white paper turns into black ash, a color change and a chemical change has 

occurred.   

� ______________ are given off. 

○ When a piece of paper is burned, smoke and other gasses such as carbon monoxide 

are produced. 

� Something gets __________ and / or a _____________ is produced. 

○ When things get hot, as when paper is burned, a chemical change may have 

occurred. 

○ When the chemicals in a glow stick are combined, the glow stick produces light. 

� Something gets _________________. 

○ When the chemicals are mixed within a cold pack, the cold pack gets cold. 

 


